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What 2 colors make red violet

Maura McEvoy Even at its most muted, red is one of those nuances that can't help but make a statement. But that doesn't mean it always needs a neutral partner- in fact some of our favorite designers make a strong case for pairing red with everything from purple to turquoise and even green. (And no, it
won't look like Christmas!) Read on to see some color combinations that will leave you completely inspired. 1 of 15 Charcoal Andrew Flesher's capricious charcoal library gets an injection of color via a red-orange couch and chartreuse chair. 2 of 15 Purple Feeling Fat? With its purple ceiling (Delicate
Petal by Pratt &amp; Lambert) and red walls (Red Statement, also Pratt &amp; Lambert), the living room of Katie Brown's Connecticut house is a showstopper. 3 by 15 Cobalt Brown chose Pratt &amp; Lambert's Vivid Blue for the walls of a guest room, where a torn carpet revealed charmingly worn red
floors. 4 of 15 White Classic red and white stripes line the walls of a room designed by Alessandra Branca. 5 by 15 Olive Green For proof that red and green don't always have to say Christmas, need no further than the library of Mackay Boynton's Texas cottage. The walls are painted in Sherwin-
Williams's Relentless Olive. 6 of 15 Cornflower Blue Red, White and Blue are always on-trend, as seen in a boy's Manhattan bedroom designed by Miles Redd. The red contour gives a graphic edge to the hand-painted faux-bois wall covering, he says. 7 of 15 black and white This Nick Olsen-designed
Manhattan apartment is a masterclass in red. First up: the foyer, where black, white and gray marble floors appeal graphically to the lipstick-red lacquered walls and ceiling. 8 of 15 Navy In the bedroom, dark navy walls ground Moroccan-inspired bed. 9 of 15 gray and yellow A vintage Yves Saint Laurent
fabric inspired the apartment's color palette. If someone said, 'My living room is tomato red, gray, white, coral, grape purple, and lemon yellow,You'd think they were crazy, says Olsen. But the fact that you can go from one room to another and see a link lets you play with colors that are not part of the
larger scheme. 10 of 15 Teal Blue Saturated colors balance the strength of architecture, says Janie Molster of this 18th-century Virginia study, in which red curtains hang from the walls of Benjamin Moore's Mill Spring Blue. 11 of 15 Bronze A custom bronze paint on the ceiling takes this lively butler's
pantry designed by Jim Dove to the next level. 12 by 15 Aqua Mark D. Sikes ran horizontal stripes of red braided trim up aqua walls and matching sofa in this dramatic and glamorous Manhattan entryway. 13 of 15 Purple Elsewhere in the eclectic apartment, pale purple walls (Benjamin Moore's Misty
Lilac) lighten up a bold red sofa and leopard-print carpet. 14 of 15 Off-White In a Swedish cottage decorated by Marshall Watson, traditional Falun red lines the back of the living room's Built-in. 15 of 15 Periwinkle A sofa upholstered in periwinkle blue is a soft, sweet companion to classic red-and-cream
Kinnicutt wallpaper by Sister Parish in a Bay Area home by Chloe Warner. The color orange is made of mixing red and yellow together. Orange is a secondary color, which means it is made by mixing two primary colors together. The three primary colors are red, blue and yellow. There are also three
secondary colors: orange, purple and green. If one of the secondary colors mixes with the primary color directly next to it on the color wheel, the result is called a tertiary color. The six tertiary colors are red-orange, yellow-orange, yellow-green, blue-green, blue-violet and red-violet. From the tertiary level,
colors can continue to be mixed to create an endless variety of different shades. When the colors red and blue are mixed together, violet or purple are produced. Purple is a secondary color and can only be done by mixing these two primary colors together. Red and blue are both primary colors. This
means that they cannot be made by mixing other colors together. When two primary colors are mixed together, the new color is called a secondary color, and different shades can be produced depending on the amount of each primary color in the mixture. All secondary colors are placed on the color
wheel between the colors that were mixed to create them. Mixing red and green together makes the color brown. The three primary colors are red, blue and yellow. Green is formed by mixing blue and yellow, and it is a secondary color. The other two secondary colors are purple, formed by mixing red and
blue, and orange, formed by mixing red and yellow. The tertiary colors are formed by mixing a primary color with an adjacent secondary color. The tertiary colors are blue-green, yellow-green, yellow-orange, red-orange, red-violet and blue-violet. Red and green are complementary colors, which are blue
and orange and yellow and purple. Mixing two complementary colors results in brown. Brown.
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